This paper views the cognitive prospects in sociology in terms of postnonclassical (universum) sociological theory of rationality. The author characterizes the cognitive prospects as one of the representations of rationality and examines them in the unity of cognitive and pre-cognitive components. This view allowed sorting out three main prospects expressing three types of rationality : pre-conventional, conventional and post-conventional. 
starts from the thesis that social science comes from a social basis that reveals science as socially motivated, determined by the society in which a scientist lives (Collins, 2009, p. 16 ). The results of L.S. Vygotsky's studies indicate the continuity of intellectual and affective processes, which division turns thinking into "autonomous flow of thoughts thinking about themselves" (Vygotsky, 2011, p. 25) . In fact, "every idea, in the processed form, contains affective relation of a person to reality presented in this idea" (Vygotsky, 2011, p. 26) . The facts of subjective interpretation of reality are summarized by E.V. Zinchenko in the thesis that there are no natural facts in social life, any fact is included in the horizon of interpretation (Zinchenko, 2003) . Entity of affective and social processes is shown in E. Durkheim's conclusions about the nature of crime that confirm rootedness of criminal law norms in emotions and feelings of the society members. Crime is creates by a contrast between different acts and collective feelings, and comes from this opposition (Durkheim, 1990, p. 78-86) . Awareness of the latter is in the basis of collective assessments that create verbally formalized norms expressing collective feelings.
A. Gouldner's thesis that social theories include two well-defined classes of elements:
"postulates" that express the cognitive component of theories and "implicit fundamental assumptions" that reveal their precognitive foundations could become generalization of the abovementioned researchers' conclusions (Gouldner, 2003, p. 54-62) . Continuing this idea, it should be considered that such a structure is also peculiar to the cognitive prospects, which are expressed in the corresponding sociological theories. At that, postulates (verbally expressed representations of cognitive prospects) are represented as derivatives built upon precognitive grounds related to the peculiarities of researchers' experiences of their relationships with reality. Such experiences are marked with different terms in the social sciences (penetrating orientations (Dodonov, 1978, p. 20) and overvalued experiences (Nemirovsky, 2002, p. 18) , as social behavior determinants determine the researchers' commitment to a particular cognitive prospect. Within the frames of another dichotomy, on the one hand, the prospect explaining diversity of cultural and social phenomena by the logic of external regulatory principles, "external inflicting beginning" and on the other -the prospect asserting the autonomy of cultural content, the field of meaning, recognizing that "the scope of symbolic classifications has inflicting power": "iron cage vs. culture-autonomy" are discussed (Kurakin, 2005, p. 64) . Classification of the cognitive prospects on the basis of the underlying basic assumptions is thoroughly developed.
This basis brings to life the dichotomies of "methodological" individualism, anthropocentric in its basic assumptions, "methodological" holism asserting the superiority of society over an individual, as well as subjectivism -objectivism (Deviatko, 2003, p. 47) .
Among political classifications the following ones call for attention. R. Collins identified four prospects that he called sociological traditions (Collins, 2009, p. 12-14) : the conflict tradition, which the author sees in the sociologies of theoretical sample, the subject area determination, methods and theories (Ritzer, 2002, p. 580) .
A.A. Davydov distinguishes humanitarian, natural scientific and mathematical paradigms, which specific character is established according to the criteria of the applied explanatory schemes, methods of verification, scientific standards and description languages (Davydov, 1992, p. 85 ).
S.A. Kravchenko identifies five metaparadigms,
the differences between which are determined by the factors of pluralistic society and the nature of its self-development, deterministic increase in dynamic complexity and reduction the time scale of existence (Kravchenko, 2007, p. 9 Theoretical approach. Universum theory of rationality developed within the framework of postnonclassical (universum) sociological approach acts as a theoretical tool in our research (Nemirovsky, 2008; . The main provisions of this theory, justification of its necessity and theoretical results were discussed in previous works (Trufanov, 2013) , therefore, we will confine ourselves to pointing out its main thesis on which we will be based in this study. Thus, "to the certain extend, theories are accepted or rejected because of the implicit fundamental assumptions they contain. In particular, it is more likely that specific social theory will be accepted by those who share the implicit fundamental assumptions of the theory and agree to them (Gouldner, 2003, p. 55 Here we will make the hypothesis that, if society is hierarchical correlation of material and energy, functional and organizational and informational levels of development (according to the universum sociological theory), cognitive prospects represent these levels as a form of social rationality. Next, a number of theoretical models applied in the light of the used approach will be considered. (it is indicative that T. Parsons uses the similar formula to denote idealistic theory of action, in the framework of which action is represented as a process of the subjective meaning emanation (Parsons, 2002, pp. 145-146) Major characteristics of the aforementioned prospects are summarized in the table (Table 1 ).
In the proposed classification the dichotomy of "methodological individualism -methodological holism" gets detailing and becomes a trichotomy due to its complementation by the subjective prospect (we will emphasize ideal type character of the above categories). In addition to the 
